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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Cheyenne Municipal Watershed Wildfire Hazard Mitigation Assessment (CW-HMA) was conducted for the Wyoming Water Development Office (WWDO) in partnership with the City of Cheyenne to support objectives outlined in the Final Report of the Governor’s Task Force on Forests.  The City of Cheyenne’s municipal water supply is sourced from heavily forested watersheds in the Medicine Bow-Routt National Forest (MBRNF) and is particularly vulnerable to wildfire. The goal of the CW-HMA is to create a watershed-management plan that identifies and prioritizes locations within the municipal watershed where site-specific fuels treatments can be placed to prevent or minimize postfire hydrologic impacts in drainage areas that contribute to the municipal supply reservoir and infrastructure for the City of Cheyenne. The CW-HMA is organized around the following tasks, which serve as chapters in this report: 
• Scoping, Project Meetings, and Results Presentation 
• Review of Background Information 
• Hazard Analysis 
• Identification of Ongoing/Planned Projects 
• Preemptive Watershed Wildfire Mitigation Planning 
• Permitting/Project Implementation 
• Funding 
• Coordination/Collaboration. The CW-HMA centered on the hazard analysis, which consisted of identifying both wildfire and postfire hazards. The wildfire hazard identification methodology employed FlamMap fire-behavior modeling, which is used by federal agencies to assess and manage fire events, and incorporated Anchor Point’s FireShed planning. The postfire hydrologic hazard identification integrated the wildfire hazard information, MBRNF soil survey data, and the Wyoming Probable Maximum Precipitation Study by using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-US Geological Survey (NOAA-USGS) Debris Flow Task Force regression models. This methodology enabled potential sediment delivery to water supply reservoirs and critical infrastructure to be quantified, while a geomorphic assessment identified the most likely deposition locations throughout the watershed. Information derived from each analysis was synthesized to produce a composite hazard ranking, which was used to select the highest priority catchments within Cheyenne’s water supply drainage area, which were most likely to contribute large sediment loads to critical infrastructure, as shown in Figure ES-1. These priority catchments range in size from 75-1200 acres, with an average size of approximately 400 acres, and can be further segmented using FireShed planning units to further focus the areas of interest within the priority catchments to design future fuels-treatment projects, as demonstrated in Figure ES-2.  The hazard analysis results were interpreted and weighted along with prioritization criteria during the mitigation planning process. The treatment location prioritization focused on the identified key areas of vulnerability, but the mitigation plan also considered several factors that contribute to project facilitation  
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Figure ES-1. Composite Postfire Hazard Ranking by Catchment, Shown for Each Water Supply Drainage 
Area: (a) Little Snake/Hog Park, (b) Rob Roy/Lake Owen, and (c) Granite Springs/Crystal 
Lake. 
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Figure ES-2. Selected Catchments Overlaying FireSheds to Identify Areas of Greatest Concern Defined By 
Wildfire and Postfire Hydrologic Hazard Analyses, at a Scale Appropriate for Treatment 
Design. Note: The Numbers Represent a Water Supply Drainage Unique Identifier (WSD-ID). 
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or obstruction. A prioritization matrix was developed to incorporate administrative, operability, and sociopolitical factors into project selection, which included the following elements: 
• Wildfire and postfire hydrologic hazard 
• Water supply infrastructure prioritization 
• Permitting/administrative considerations 
• Crucial habitat (in the context of future funding opportunities) 
• Forest management and access Prioritization criteria within each selected water supply catchment were summarized into a final matrix to help guide in the selection and timing of fuels-treatment projects and identify any communication/ agreements necessary to facilitate implementation. Many of the high-risk catchments fell within designated Wilderness or Roadless Areas (primarily in the Little Snake/Hog Park area), which was accounted for in the prioritization matrix ranking through an operability index. The final prioritization matrix combines the hazard, infrastructure and operability indices, and can be visualized in Figure ES-3. This approach was chosen to give land managers the option to prioritize projects that are able to be implemented more quickly, while still recognizing that some level of management within the Wilderness and/or Roadless Areas is necessary to protect Cheyenne’s municipal water supply.  Permitting and funding considerations were investigated and outlined to provide information about constraints and/or opportunities that will have to be factored into the future prescription and design of fuels treatments in the prioritized locations. Permitting processes usually involve preparing the permit application; conducting the environmental evaluation; coordinating with local, state, and federal agencies; and determining potential impacts. Agency requirements and specific considerations that should be accounted for when implementing potential projects in the priority areas are outlined in this report. Additionally, the direct linkage between forest management, watershed management, and water quality protection can serve to align diverse interest groups to potentially secure funding through sources that may not otherwise be available for a typical forestry project. Federal and state agencies with technical and financial assistance programs, which could potentially assist with proposed projects and alternatives, are summarized in this report. Nonprofit organizations with a history of funding forest, watershed, and/or habitat improvement projects are also listed.  The Preemptive Watershed Wildfire Mitigation Plan identifies fuels-treatment locations based on the hazard analyses and prioritizes these locations based on the prioritization matrix criteria. Specific fuels-treatment prescriptions must be determined through MBRNF’s planning process. Final design criteria will need to account for preferred end goals beyond reducing the fire severity and postfire impacts. For instance, designing a treatment for maximizing elk habitat is different than designing for management of dispersed campers, even though both designs will meet the fire needs as required to protect the downstream reservoir. For this reason, final design is not appropriate until a project is ready to move into a final design/build mode and the funding partners and final permitting requirements have been identified. To assist with the treatment planning process, a comprehensive set of fire-behavior visualization tools was presented to the multidisciplinary group and are provided as a tool package to help guide their treatment design for each specific project area. 
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Figure ES-3.  Prioritization Matrix Ranking (Colored) for Selected Catchments (Numbered by WSD-ID). 
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The final prioritization matrix tables and figures summarize the primary recommendations that resulted from the Preemptive Watershed Wildfire Mitigation Plan. Additional findings and recommendations from the conclusion of the report are provided below: 
• Rob Roy Reservoir, the Douglas Creek Pipeline, and Lake Owen comprise the initiation of the storage and delivery system for Cheyenne’s municipal water supply. A postfire debris flow could degrade water quality, diminish reservoir storage capacity, and clog/damage pipelines. Consequently, this would either reduce the City’s ability to meet the needs of its water use or require expensive solutions. 
• The prioritization matrix identified catchments in the Rob Roy/ Lake Owen water supply drainage area as the highest priority locations for fuels treatments. It is recommended to focus initial efforts here and to explore the potential to build on MBRNF’s existing North Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) Fuels Reduction and Watershed Improvement Project. 
• Given the cost, operability, and permitting constraints of working in Wilderness and/or Roadless Areas, focusing resources where they can have the largest impact may be beneficial in the short-term. In the longer term, it is important to recognize that Cheyenne’s ability to use water stored in Rob Roy Reservoir is dependent upon its ability to replace the water using the Little Snake/ Hog Park System. 
• The catchments located in the Little Snake/Hog Park water supply drainage area have been identified as the most critical from a hazard perspective, with the majority of these catchments located within designated Wilderness and/or Roadless Areas. Given the unique set of challenges this brings, creative management solutions for creating fuels treatments within these areas, such as prescribed fire, as well as opportunities to leverage ongoing efforts, such as the Medicine Bow Landscape Vegetation Analysis (LaVA) Project, should be investigated. 
• While the majority of the selected catchments are located entirely within lands managed by the MBRNF, 13 of the 56 selected catchments are comprised of lands with multiple owners/managers. Several of these catchments encompass lands owned/managed by the State of Wyoming and/or Cheyenne Board of Public Utilities (BOPU). While the multiple ownership factor has the potential to complicate land management, it may also provide a mechanism to build and/or leverage existing partnerships to facilitate project implementation using the Good Neighbor Authority. 
• Depositional reaches and junctions identified in the geomorphic indicator assessment may be suitable for in-channel sediment controls. A more detailed geomorphic analysis is recommended to help identify specific locations and design requirements for a debris basin or detention pond as a preemptive mitigation measure in both the Little Snake/ Hog Park and Rob Roy/ Lake Owen water supply drainage areas. Finally, this project built upon existing relationships between local, state, and federal partners to lay the foundation for the Governor’s Task Force recommendation to develop a cross-jurisdictional watershed protection plan for municipal water supply drainages that focus on proactive management to preserve and enhance water quality. The involvement of all parties was critical to this first step toward mitigating wildfire hazards within Cheyenne’s water supply system. However, without continued collaboration between the City of Cheyenne, WSFD, and MBRNF, there is the risk that the CW-HMA will become a “shelf document” that does not ultimately provide the value of protecting water supply infrastructure. Successful, sustainable collaboration requires leadership. It is suggested that a committee be formed and a lead be identified to facilitate the implementation process. The fundamental concept is to maintain the inertia created by this planning process in order to facilitate movement into the implementation phase. 


